Job Duties:
• Set-up, break-down and clean-up all market infrastructure including tents, signs, traffic cones, tables and chairs and maintain a clean, organized, safe and welcoming market-site
• Assist the Market Manager with all essential functions of weekly markets including guiding vendors to correct stalls, operating credit card/EBT machine, assisting customers, vendors and volunteers, distributing memos and other info to vendors, taking customer counts and working with community organizations
• Accurate recording of customer and vendor information
• Additional tasks as assigned by the Market Manager to support general market operations

Required Qualifications:
• Ability to work in fast-paced, variable environment
• Comfort adjusting to variable work conditions and adapting priorities
• Strong interpersonal and communication skills
• Adept at establishing and maintaining strong and respectful professional relationships
• Outstanding customer service skills
• Basic capacity to work with numbers, count cash and perform simple math
• Ability to accomplish work related duties with minimal supervision
• Ability to work with individuals and groups of diverse backgrounds
• Ability to lift 50 lbs on a regular basis

Preferred Qualification:
• Background in local food systems and/or community programs
• Experience working with and managing volunteers
• Familiarity with social media.

Abby Shepler
Market Manager
Rochester Farmers Market Association
507-273-8232
Send applications to rochfarmmkt@gmail.com

Rochester Farmers Markets are organized by a nonprofit, vendor-owned association of approximately 100 small business owners who live and farm within 50 miles of Rochester, Minnesota. We strive to build a healthy community that supports sustainable agriculture and the family farm.